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KOHLER
Electromechanical Technician
Work At Kohler

Kohler Industries began in 1975, with 3 employees based out of a single fabrication shop in
the heart of Lincoln, NE. In the past 40 years, we have expanded to include 7 manufacturing
shops, over 8 acres of physical inventory, and 2 distinct subsidiary brands.
We specialize in building and refurbishing the processing equipment that major food
producers rely on, including several Fortune 500 companies. Because our team of
fabricators work hard and run lean, we take on the challenges other manufacturers won’t.
At Kohler, we foster a culture of continuous motion: always expanding, reaching for more,
and taking pride in every machine we build. That means your only limitation is how fast you
want to grow. If you’re searching for a career to take you to the top of your game, we want
to help you get there. Ditch the rise and grind for a collaborative team environment, a job
that’s never boring, and coworkers that treat you like family.
Learn more about us at: https://www.kohlerindustries.com/manufacturing-careers/
Job Summary & Responsibilities
As an electromechanical technician at Kohler, you’ll be a key member in our equipment
manufacturing process. You’ll work closely with our fabrication team to deliver the new and
rebuilt machines that keep our customer’s businesses running. Other members of our crew
will rely on you to complete the following tasks:
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KOHLER
Electromechanical Technician

• Assemble and disassemble electromechanical components and notate part
identification and condition as needed.
• Evaluate existing equipment and determine if any repairs, replacements or
upgrades are required
• Assess new equipment functionality and requirements based on customer
Specifications
• Troubleshoot and repair a variety of mechanical functions and drive
units, industrial hydraulic and pneumatic powers
• Program, diagnose, and correct control system functions including
relay and PLC logic
• Perform general maintenance work, including welding, installation, and fabrication
• Ensure accuracy and quality in all repair work completed
Qualifications
• Electromechanical Degree or 3-5 years of experience in a related field
• Ability to demonstrate strong electromechanical expertise and understanding
• A problem-solving mindset to quickly recognize and repair electrical
components and mechanical systems
• Analyze and understand electrical schematics, blueprints, and technical
documents
• Easily acquire and implement new skills “on the fly”
• Adaptable to a fast paced, constantly moving environment
• Proficient use of hand tools, power tools, and related shop equipment
• Must be able to lift up to 50 lbs
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Electromechanical Technician
Benefits

At Kohler Industries, we want you to love where you work. We offer a variety of perks and
benefits to reward your hard work and make life a little easier. Benefits include:
• Salary: We offer competitive pay for top notch talent. Our goal is to invest in you,
so you can invest in us. Take charge and decide how much you make with
available travel, over time, and unlimited advancement opportunities. This
position is 40hrs, 5 days per week with significant optional overtime.
• Health Insurance: Keeping you healthy is our top priority. We offer affordable
health insurance packages for you and your family, including vision and dental!
• Vacation: We work hard, we play harder. Take a break when you need one and
enjoy paid time off and paid holidays.
• 401K: We want you to achieve your financial dreams. That’s why we provide 3%
company match on your investments and professional financial advisors to guide
you on your journey.
• All Tools Provided: We provide everything you need to get the job done. If the tool
exists, it lives in our shops.
• Climate Controlled Environment: Our shops are climate controlled to keep you
comfortable and working at your best.
Are you ready to stop dreading Mondays and start enjoying your job? Apply with us today!
You must submit an application to be considered for any position at Kohler
Industries. To apply, please email your resume and contact information to
chad@kohlerindustries.com with the subject line “job application”. This job will be posted
until it is filled. Kohler Industries is an equal opportunity employer.
Job Type: Full-Time
Salary: $21 - $25 / hr
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